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Good Afternoon!
In this newsletter:
- How to take control of the DNS for your .AC.UK domain
- Developer ethics - where have they gone?
- Are Apple - iOS devices safe from Malware?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------How to take control of the DNS for your .AC.UK domain
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------We provide all you need to self manage your DNS for your .ac.uk domain. Our DNS hosting accounts are included
with each .ac.uk domain we host (where the registration renewal is with us), each DNS control panel allows you to
create and amend all your DNS records (A, AAA, TXT, SRV, MX, CNAME records) in an easy to use secure
interface.
Using our DNS hosting you can:
- save time, no need to contact us to make changes
- make changes when and from where you like
- save money, no charges (as this is included in DNS hosting for all .ac.uk domains)
Some University clients use only our DNS hosting, while others use our full hosting services including email and web
hosting. One of the main reasons given for using our service is cost and our DNS hosting is always free (where the
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domain registration renewals go through us). The DNS hosting account enables them to take control of their own
domain and make DNS additions/amendments as and when required. Another reason for choosing us is for the
support given whilst making DNS changes too.
Find out more about our DNS hosting here:
http://www.seiretto.com/domains/dns-management-no-cost-.AC.UK.php
You can review our email, web and DNS hosting options for all .AC.UK domains here:
http://achost.co.uk/domain-hosting/
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Developer ethics - where have they gone?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------A good developer can add and create many good features and add valuable functionality to software, however, over
the years I have become increasingly concerned by the lack of ethics in many of the newer developers. I can only
think this lax-of-ethics is taken from large corporations (such as Google, Microsoft, Facebook, etc.) who regularly
take and abuse our private data without us knowing.
This is just one example where the developer has completely lost all his/her ethics:
https://www.bleepingcomputer.com/news/security/keylogger-found-in-audio-driver-of-hp-laptops/
To create such an application is completely unethical, and compromises the security of any computer using it.
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Are Apple - iOS devices safe from Malware?
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------Sorry, no. No operating system (os) is safe.
If you are using an Apple then you are just as vulnerable, do not become complacent. As more iOS devices are
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If you are using an Apple then you are just as vulnerable, do not become complacent. As more iOS devices are
used the bounty increases, and the hack attacks increase.
Remember whatever os you are using you are always vulnerable to attack online.
Read more:
http://www.theregister.co.uk/2017/07/20/ios_security_skycure/
also, see last months newsletter for how to protect against Malware:
July - Protecting your data against Malware - and AC UK and GOV UK DNS hosting
http://www.seiretto.com/newsletters/
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Thank you for reading!
Please let us know if you have any queries? Just reply now....
Missed a newsletter? Copies of most of them are online here:
http://www.seiretto.com/newsletters/
Seiretto Sales.
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